
world
noun
:  the earthly state of human existence
:  life after death —used with a qualifier <the next world>
:  the earth with its inhabitants and all things upon it
:  the system of created things :  universe
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transitive verb
:  to determine or identify the essential qualities or    
   meaning of <whatever defines us as human> 
:  to discover and set forth the meaning of



illusion
noun
:  the state or fact of being intellectually deceived or misled
:  a misleading image presented to the vision 
:  something that deceives or misleads intellectually
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 impression
noun 
:  the effect or influence that something or someone 
   has on a person’s thoughts or feelings
:  an idea or belief that is usually not clear or certain
:  an appearance or suggestion of something
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immersion
noun 
:  the act of putting someone or something completely in a      
   liquid or the state of being completely in a liquid
:  complete involvement in some activity or interest
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industry
noun
:  diligence in an employment or pursuit; especially :  steady or 
   habitual effort
:  systematic labor especially for some useful purpose or the 
   creation of something of value
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intention
noun
:   a determination to act in a certain way :  resolve
:   import, significance
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ignition
noun 
:  the electrical system in an engine that causes the fuel     
   to burn so that the engine begins working
:  the act of causing something to start burning : the          
   act of igniting something
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incandescent
adjective
: white, glowing, or luminous with intense heat 
:  strikingly bright, radiant, or clear 
:  marked by brilliance especially of expression
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